
Omega McBride - So Be It

For thine is the Kingdom

And the Power

And the Glory

Forever And Ever And Ever

Amen

I walked the street to the Chi city

A fly city, my city

Plenty people ready to die city

Over a 180 churches in my neighborhood

Young mothers having babies, they're hurting

Single parenthood

And she wondering what she gonna do

When her baby daddy's mistreating and beating

Saying, it's on you

Onto how she went to church every Sunday

Now, she don't

Fearing the worst of what peoplÐµ gone say

So she stays in

Her and sin bÐµcame friends

No longer prays and

Now, she hates men

People inquiring about her disappearance

Gossiping spirits and still nobody went by to

Visit

She remains on Satan's side of the lane

Was a part of the body but no one came or

Called her name



What a shame

But if we will see ourselves and sisters and

Brothers

No one would be seeking their own but the

Good of others Amen

This thing is about unity

And he's in the midst of you & me

If two or three agree

(Gotta learn to agree)

Like-minded

Meaning, thinking the same

If one part of the body is hurting

You feeling their pain

(Come on!)

I'm saying, Amen

This thing is about unity

And He's in the midst of you & me

If two or three agree

Like-minded

Meaning, thinking the same

If one part of the body is hurting

You feeling their pain

I'm sayin

They consider it a top city We shop city

Flood with cops

Won't you come & hang on the block with me

See where I hang around Most Daddy's ain't

Around A lot of children in school but their



Grades are down

Ad this was his 4th time skipping appearances

When he was summoned to court because of

Their differences

Already have one child and 1 on the way

At 1st he was proud but then he decided to run

Away

No longer following up with his son or the baby

And the tum of the mother that he had shunned

So 3 years had passed before he realized

All of the time that was gone he could never get

Back

Emptied of diligence Mentally prisoned

Innocence

Figured he was finished when he witnessed his

Son's Genesis

See he was sentenced to a chain reaction but

Jesus wants to free Him & be the main

Attraction

This thing is about unity

And he's in the midst of you & me

If two or three agree

(Gotta learn to agree)

Like-minded

Meaning, thinking the same

If one part of the body is hurting

You feeling their pain



(Come on!)

I'm saying, Amen

This thing is about unity

And he's in the midst of you & me

If two or three agree

Like-minded

Meaning, thinking the same

If one part of the body is hurting

You feeling their pain

Still I

I drive the streets of Wind city

A trend city

In need a men city

People fall in the Sin City

A lot of people saying "Stop the Violence"

It's really bout what we do in private, shaping

Our mindsets

'Cause he thought it really wasn't a big deal

To go to the front lawn, play on his Big Wheel

And chill

When he was home with his mama, he would

Get on his nerves

So she would send them out and tell him to stay

Close to the curb

Until that day when daddy arrived back and

Pulled up like a blind bat in the Caddy I lack

(Cadillac) Maybe dad snapped



'Cause he had blood on his shirt

His son ran into the house so that he wouldn't

Get hurt

And he hid under the stairs, completely out of

The scene

Grabbed ahold of his ears as his mother

Shouted and screamed

Holding his breath like he was tryna get rid of

Hiccups

Daddy dying from a womb

The victim of a stickup

Amen

This thing is about unity

And he's in the midst of you & me

If two or three agree

(Gotta learn to agree)

Like-minded

Meaning, thinking the same

If one part of the body is hurting

You feeling their pain

(Come on!)

I'm saying, Amen

This thing is about unity

And he's in the midst of you & me

If two or three agree

Like-minded

Meaning, thinking the same

If one part of the body is hurting



You feeling their pain

Amen

Amen


